Good morning year 5,
We hope you enjoyed focusing on slowing down yesterday and appreciating the
things around you and joining in with some yoga and relaxation- don’t forget to send
in your completed activities to share. Last push on the TT rockstars today- come on
year 5!! I will be letting Mrs Morley know who our top year 5 Rockstars are this week
so join in!
Great to see some of your mixed up animal reports this week, please send them in
when you have finished so we can celebrate your fabulous hard work this week.
Today for your English task I would like you to complete your report and edit and
improve it. Read it aloud, check it makes sense and has correct punctuation (.
, capital letters) and spellings. Next look at your sentence openers, have you
included adverb openers (interestingly, unbelievably, strangely) or started with a
subordinate clause (Whenever the pigafly digests its food,)? Have you used precise
vocabulary (prominent, prey, surveying, juvenile, inhabit)? Have you included
additional information (in addition…further more….) and included a relative clause
for more information (This wild creature, who initially appears shy, hunts its prey
ferociously)?Is your writing organised into clear paragraphs which contain different
information (appearance, talents, habitat).
Mymaths today is Angles- remember on a straight line they add up to 180 and in a
full circle 160- also remember opposite angle around a circle are equal in value.
https://www.loom.com/share/7a36f7ec3cfc4ce1a117745d33239213
Continue working on your topics –they are looking great- remember to choose a
range of activity types.
Reading: Enjoy the next two chapters of the Nowhere Emporium today – next week
we will be discovering some unexpected secrets! Don’t forget to do some of your
own reading too.
Friday challenge: Today’s challenge is to have a go at racing paper
aeroplanes- if you are not sure how to make one you could try
watching https://www.artofmanliness.com/articles/how-to-make-the-worlds-bestpaper-airplanes/Take them outside- race against a sibling or mum and dad- whose
goes the furthest? Why do you think that is?
Have a lovely weekend every one , email if you need any help or want to say hello
and share your work.
Year 5 team

